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J LYM, also known as Jimmy, emerges from Brooklyn, NY
as a contemporary force in music, blending electronic and
acoustic found sounds into a cinematic tapestry. His work

has drawn comparisons to influential figures like Bjork, Prince, and
ARCA. “Ride,” the latest release, signals J Lym’s resurgence after a
year-long hiatus following his EP “How To Say Goodbye To
Memories.” This track is a bold exploration, where courage and the
imagery of beige and brown horses converge in a primal display of
artistry.
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With an eclectic instrumental backdrop influenced by sounds from
Java, J Lym weaves his childhood memories into the fabric of the
tune. In the midst of life’s hustle towards destinations, “Ride” is a
poignant reminder that the journey itself holds the true essence of
our experiences. J LYM’s artistic journey has taken him to illustrious
stages around the globe, from the Java Jazz Festival to venues like
NEC’s Jordan Hall and the Berklee Performance Center. This wealth
of experience enriches his music, infusing it with a visceral energy
that resonates deeply.

The upcoming project, “TRANSMISSIVE,” slated for an early 2024
release, promises a dystopian yet gripping narrative. J Lym
leverages raw materials, both literal and metaphorical, to paint a vivid
picture of a world where immediacy reigns supreme. “Ride” stands as
a testament to J Lym’s ability to channel raw emotion and experience
into a musical journey. It’s an invitation to run alongside him, to feel
the pulse of his art, and to be a part of a movement that transcends
boundaries.

Get In Touch with J LYM on his official website, Spotify, Soundcloud,
and Instagram.
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Ride by J Lym

There is something inexplicably addictive about J Lym’s latest single ‘Ride’. A certain eccentric,

fragmented, loosely intact and in immediate danger of crumbling. Like a glued together monstrosity

with a particular gravity and attitude that left me thirsty for more after its little more than two

minutes runtime was done.

 

Brooklyn based experimental musician and producer J Lym is back after a yearlong hiatus since his

latest EP release ‘How To Say Goodbye To Memories’. Returning with what seems like a million tiny

samples from the bustling Jakarta soundscape, ‘Ride’ is a tiny but massive piece of hip hop that sees

real life clacks, bangs, screeches, and scrapes blend with a beefy, acidic synth bass line for a potent

dose of character. J Lym’s boldly out-there vocals and humorous choice of ragtime piano samples do a

terrific job in heightening just how blindingly weird this cut is.

 

Saying that ‘Ride’ is a good song would be kind of a lame understatement as well as an objectively

incorrect choice of words. Instead, we’ll say that ‘Ride’ piqued our curiosity and left us with a healthy

amount of tasty, unanswered questions. Thanks J Lym.

   

https://mgwaily.bandcamp.com/

Most of the time I’m listening to music. When I’m not, I’m playing music. When I’m not, I’m thinking about doing those

things.
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Electronic/Review J Lym - Ride

J Lym is a contemporary singer, songwriter, and music producer based in 

Brooklyn, NY. His music is a cinematic mixture of electronic and acoustic sounds 
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and has been compared to the likes of Bjork, Prince, and ARCA. As a performer, J 

Lym’s portfolio has ranged internationally at music festivals and venues such as 

the Java Jazz Festival, the MIT Jazz Festival, NEC’s Jordan Hall, Bowery Electric, 
Berklee Performance Center, and the Agganis Stadium.

J Lym

Ride

"Ride" by J Lym is a bold and primal musical journey that marks the artist's rebirth after 

a one-year hiatus since his last EP release, "How To Say Goodbye To Memories." This 
song embodies a unique and intriguing concept—it's all about horses, specifically in 

beige and brown, and it carries a message of courage.

The description of "Ride" as bold, raw, and primal suggests that the song embraces a 

sense of urgency and authenticity. It resonates with listeners who appreciate music 

that doesn't shy away from its raw emotional power.

The mention of eclectic instrumentations based on found sounds from Java adds an 

element of cultural richness and nostalgia to the song. This incorporation of childhood 

memories and the transformation of those memories into music is a fascinating 

creative process. It invites listeners to delve into the artist's personal experiences and 

connect with them through sound.

The message that "Ride" conveys about the importance of enjoying the journey rather 

than just focusing on the destination is a timeless and meaningful one. It's a reminder 
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to savor the moments and experiences along the way, emphasizing the value of the 

journey itself.

In summary, "Ride" by J Lym is a captivating and introspective musical piece that 
explores themes of courage and the significance of the journey. With its bold and raw 

energy, eclectic instrumentation, and evocative message, this song offers a unique 

and immersive listening experience. It invites listeners to reflect on their own journeys 

and find meaning in the ride itself, making it a thought-provoking addition to the 

artist's body of work.
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1 What Is Going On Skydrips, Amit Ankri

2 Element Domax

3 Levels 1000 Handz, RJC Productions, Axel
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